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A. E. Taylor's Aristotle is a brilliantly written popular account of the great Greek philosopher and his

thought. It is not simply a listing and abstract discussion of ideas, but a searching analysis of

Aristotle's thought, both in terms of its contemporary and historical background, and its present

application. Written by one of the very greatest Platonic scholars of our day, it is provocative enough

to stimulate the expert, and lucid and instructive for the beginner.Dr. Taylor covers the life and

works of Aristotle; classification of the sciences; scientific method; formal logic; induction; theory of

knowledge; first philosophy; matter & form; the potential and the actual; the four causes; motion and

its eternity; God; physics; terrestrial bodies; biology; psychology; grades of psychical life; sensation;

common sensibles and the common sense organ; thought; active intelligence; practical philosophy;

ethics; society; the theory of the state; music and literature.
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Essential reading I would say for evryone who wants to get a rough idea of what Aristotle was all

about, and what his main areas of study and influence were. The section on practical philosophy

should be "essential reading" fo any new politician - since it raises questions like "who is the

government for" - and what do we want the government to be doing on our behalf. This book was an

invaluable resource for my own talks and essays on Aristotle.

I have always enjoyed the Loeb Classical Library books and Aristotle's "On the Heavens" is no



exception. As an astronomical historian, this is a great book as it demonstrates the beginnings of

astronomical thought. Although a lot of what Aristotle says would later be proven incorrect, ideas

had to start somewhere, and if you ignore what you know about astronomy, his explanations of what

things are and why things happen are quite ingenious.

For readers who may be unfamiliar with the English edition of the Leob Classical Library, only the

Introduction, footnotes, Arguments and comments in the volume "On the Heavens" are in English.

Beginning on page 4 and continuing to the end of the volume the language used by the original

author - in this case, Greek - is located on the left-hand page and professor Guthrie's superb

translation in English is located on the right-hand page. The Greek-English comparison is

enlightening.If a reader chooses to discover the fundamental Aristotelian understanding that forms

the underlying foundation of his "Physics", then "On the Heavens" (De caelo) is an indispensable

read.

Loeb CL is always my first choice when looking for an edition for a classical author, but its

quality(paper, printing) has been degrading in my opinion, yet best among the contemporary

publishers.'s packages werent good enough for new books, espescially when the books need to go

through a long journey to China. I am not trying to return but really hope you  people make the

packages better next time.

For some reason, the sleeve was a bit damaged. but other then that, the content of this book is

marvelous! with side by side translation from origional writings, and simplified short summaries or

notes.Definitely a worthy book in anyones library.

excellent translation. The greek text next to the english text is very useful

This is a great edition of the works by Aristotle. The Greek text is not only a great idea but a

fantastic help if one is serious about philosophy.

This set of animal books is hilarious. I bought it for my husband because we both work in a

bookstore and had never known Aristotle wrote an animal book. I thought it was a novel idea and

thought it would be interesting reading. It is just hilarious. We have a weird sense of humor though.

We will sit there and read it out loud to each other and crack up. It's not meant to be funny, of



course. Maybe it's the wording or the translation or weird ideas/incorrect science, but it's pretty

funny. Not really useful as a scientific study. More for historical sake. Did you know, for example,

dogs suffer from three diseases? They are rabies, dog strangles and foot ill. Yes, this is the kind of

thing you will learn from Aristotle's animal books.
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